
   

 

 

 

DR. (Mrs.) Daphne Pillai,

Secretary, M E S

Mr. Franav Pillai 

Deputy CEO, M E S

09.00 am  -  09.30 am Registration 

09.30 am  -  10.00 am Welcome and Inauguration 

10.00 am  -  11.30 am Session I - A Livable Earth for

       Present Generation

11.30 am  -  11.45 am Tea Break 

11.45 pm  -  01.30 pm Papers/ posters/ demonstration

Ms. Pradnya Jadhav

Ms. Bindu Tambe

Coordinating Committee 

DR. Bhavna Dave

DR. Geeta S. Thakur

(8097194207) email-pratima@mes.ac.in

DR. Pratima Pradhan

Organizing Secretary

Principal, PCER, Panvel 

DR. Sally Enos

Seminar Advisor

DR. Priam Pillai                        

COO, MES                                           

DR. K. M. Vasudevan Pillai             

Our Patrons

03.15 pm  -  04.30 pm  Papers / posters/demonstration 

Chairman  & CEO, MES                                                      

      for a Sustainable Gen-Next

04.30 pm  -  05.30 pm Valedictory function

01.30 pm  -  02.15 pm  Lunch Break 

02.15 pm  -  03.30 pm  Session II - Mindful Consumption

Programme Schedule 

n Font and font size: Times New Roman (English)-12,

  Krutidev (Marathi/Hindi - text-14 and title-16)

n Alignment: Justified; Line spacing: 1.5; Margin: 1” Top, 1”

  Bottom, 1.25” Left, 1” Right.

n References: APA style (6th Edition)
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Venue:

E  S

M

Dr. Pillai Teacher Training Institute, 

Khanda Colony, Sector 8, New Panvel (W) - 410206 

Tel No: (022)- 27464161, 27480289 

Website: www.pcerpanvel.ac.in

Organizing Secretary

Dr. Pratima Pradhan

E-mail: : pratima@mes.ac.in; pcerseminar@mes.ac.in

rd
23  December, 2019

Mahatma Education Society's
Pillai College of Education and Research, 

New Panvel

(Affiliated to the University of Mumbai)

National Level Seminar

(NAAC ACCREDITED 'A' Grade)

On

ENVIRONMENTAL RE-ENGINEERING: 

SERIES-10

organizes

People and Nature: 
A Livable and Sustainable Future

mailto:email-pratima@mes.ac.in
http://www.pcerpanvel.ac.in


   

 

 

   

 
About the College

About the Theme of  the Seminar

Mahatma Education Society, an enviable, triumphant 

educational enterprise established in 1970 exemplifies 

quality education through its 50 educational institutions 

spread across Mumbai, Navi Mumbai and Rasayani. With a 

mission 'Education for all', our Chairman & CEO, DR. K. M. 

Vasudevan Pillai and Secretary, DR. Daphne Pillai have 

ensured the transmission of excellence in education from 

'KG to PG'. DR. Pillai believes in the holistic development of 

the students and the institutions relentlessly strive towards 

empowering the students to become key contributors to the 

community. One such part of MES is Pillai College of 

Education and Research at New Panvel, affiliated to the 

University of Mumbai, approved by the NCTE and Accredited 

'A' Grade by NAAC. It was established in the year 2007 and 

offers full time B.Ed. & M.Ed. courses, is a recognized Ph.D. 

center (Edu.) and a PCP center for M.A. (Edu.) IDOL, 

University of Mumbai. Designed with a futuristic outlook 

and well-equipped technology, the institution works 

steadily towards its mission “To promote purposive 

education through globalization of mind with societal 

insight, using education for value transmission to facilitate 

the student teachers to perform effectively different roles as 

a teacher in the present society.”

Environmental Re-engineering - People and Nature: A 

Livable and Sustainable Future 

There is an inseparable bond between people and nature; 

our very existence is dependent on nature. However, the 

thoughtless actions of people have brought the whole 

civilization to the brink of extinction. Equilibrium in nature 

is disturbed and it is high time we learn from the mistakes of 

our past. There is still time to save the nature from further 

irreparable damages. No one can do everything, but 

everyone can do something. The solution lies in the plane of 

rational and humane actions. We would destroy ourselves 

and the Earth if we don't restore and sustain global 

n To explore ways to strengthen the relationship between

  people and nature.

resources and raise awareness about our actions, linked 

with a clear consciousness of our planetary responsibility. 

Keeping this in mind, Pillai College of Education & Research, 

Panvel organizes a national seminar every year which is a 

continuous series to address the issues and challenges faced 

by our planet Earth for a livable and sustainable future in the 

era of fast changing environment. This year too, we continue 

the endeavour with the Environmental Re-engineering 

Seminar – Series 10 on the theme People and Nature: A 

Livable and Sustainable Future.

Objectives of  the Seminar 

n To acquire the skills of sustainable lifestyle practices. 

n To develop an understanding of the impact of human

  activities on the environment. 

n To bring together the young minds, researchers, and

  academicians to address the new and emerging

  challenges that the environment is facing and to find

  solutions thereto.

Sub theme 1: A Livable Earth for Present Generation 

All of us know that our health and well being are intimately 

related to the environment in which we live. Yet many of us 

are spending longer time indoors and living more inactive 

lives. This is because, the present urban environments have 

been found to exhibit unique local temperatures, 

precipitation, and other characteristic activity due to a 

variety of factors. This in turn leads to climatic change and 

altered geochemical cycles. Thus, the question arises - How 

are we going to satisfy the huge appetite of the growing 

cities and still be able to create a livable world for the 

present generation? We need to think of ways that minimize 

the negative effects on the surrounding environment.  

Core Areas

Sub theme 2: Mindful Consumption for a Sustainable 

Gen-Next

Important Dates

Hence, the theme of this seminar invites Research 

Papers/Case studies/ Document Analysis based on primary 

and secondary data to answer the questions and share the 

constructive means to make mother earth livable and 

sustainable

The excessive demand on natural resources has led to many 

environmental problems that we currently face on our 

planet. Mindful consumption of resources is a responsibility 

of every individual towards our planet. There is an urgent 

need to forge a healthy and balanced relationship with 

nature. We have surpassed the time to plan…we need to act; 

minimize our consumption, so that we can co-exist with the 

other living beings on Earth. The efforts at the individual 

level are the need of the hour. It is not enough to think in 

purely intellectual or logical terms but, practical solutions. 

Thus, the question arises - What are the possible ways to 

ensure that we leave a sustainable planet to our future 

generations? 

n Papers/posters/demonstrations are invited on the

  above sub themes. They can be case study/practical

  oriented /experiential /research based. 

  pcerseminar@mes.ac.in OR pratima@mes.ac.in 

thFull paper submission   -  8  December, 2019 

thAbstract submission   -  20  November, 2019

n Contributors should send the abstract and full paper via

  e-mail only as per the dates given above to

(not more than 200 words)

Essentials For Paper Presentation

n Contributor: Name, designation, institutional address,

  email ID and mobile no.(On the right corner below title)

(1500 words)

n Papers by post will not be accepted.

n Registration form is attached. 

n Paper should be typed in MS Word in A4 size

n Title of the paper: Bold and center (Font size: 14) 



E-mail: 

Designation:

Institution:

Address for Correspondence: 

Sub Theme:

Tel:                                   Mobile: 

Registration form

Name:

Title of the Paper:

Signature of the Delegate:

Details of the Draft enclosed:

Demand Draft No.:

Dated                           Amount

Drawn on bank/branch

Mahatma Education Society's

PILLAI COLLEGE OF EDUCATION &  RESEARCH,
 NEW PANVEL

Organizes

National Level Seminar

On

Environment Re-Engineering: Series 10

People and Nature: A Livable and Sustainable Future
rd23  December, 2019

Registration details: 
Registration fees:
w Rs.1,100/- For paper presentation with ISBN books

w Rs.650/- For participation and presentation only

w Rs.250/-  For student participants only

w Fee should be paid in the form of DD drawn in favor of Pillai

  College of Education and Research, payable at Panvel.

w Participants are requested to make their own travel

 arrangements and the outstation participants can avail of the

  accommodation facility with prior intimation (per day  Rs.500/-)

w Nearest Bus Depot: ST stand, Panvel and Nearest Railway Station:

  Khandeswar

w No TA/ DA will be provided
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